An analysis of interactions between different physiological control systems may only possible with correlation functions if the signals have similar spectral distributions. Interactions between such signals can be modelled in state space rather than observation space, i.e we model interactions after first translating the observations into a common domain. Coupled Hidden Markov Models (CHMM) are such state-space models. They form a natural extension to standard Hidden Markov Models. In this paper we perform CHMM parameter estimation under a Bayesian paradigm, using Gibbs sampling, and in a Maximum Likelihood framework, using the expectation maximisation algorithm. The performance differences between the estimators are demonstrated on simulated data as well as biomedical data. We show that the proposed method gives meaningful results when comparing two different signals, such as respiration and EEG.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of physiological systems frequently involves studying the interactions between them. In fact, the interactions themselves can give us clues about the health of the patient. For instance, interactions between cardio-respiratory variables are known to be abnormal in autonomic neuropathy [1] . Conversely, if the type of interaction is known a departure from this state is, by definition, an anomaly. For instance, in multichannel EEG analysis we would expect coupling between the channels. If the channel states are divergent one may suspect some recording error (electrode failure). Traditionally, such interactions would be measured using correlation or, more generally, mutual information measures [2] . There are, however, major limitations associated with correlation, namely, the linearity, Gaussianity and stationarity assumptions. Mutual information, on the other hand, can handle non-linearity and non-Gaussianity. However, it is unable to infer anti-correlation and it also assumes stationarity (for the density estimation).
Recent work has focused on avoiding some of the stationarity assumptions using Hidden Markov models (the chain is still assumed to be ergodic) and model the dynamics explicitly [3] . Hidden Markov models (HMMs) handle the dynamics of the time-series through the use of a discrete state-space. These dynamics are taken from the state transition probabilities from one time step to the next. HMMs, however, typically have a single observation model and observation sequence and thus, by default, cannot model multiple time-series. This can be overcome through the use of multivariate observation models, such as multivariate autoregressive models [4] . The latter implies that interactions are modelled in the observation-space and not in state-space. This is unsatisfactory in some biomedical applications where the signals have completely different forms and spectral distribution, e.g. heart-rate and respiration signals. Another approach models the interactions using a representation that couples the state-spaces of each variate [5] . This allows interaction analysis to proceed on arbitrary multi-channel sequences.
HMMs: MARKOV CONDITION AND COUPLING

Classical HMMs
A standard HMM with states and length is defined by the parameter set , where is the initial state probability parameter set 1 , is the set of observation probabilities conditioned on the state, and the set of state transition probabilities. Graphically, it is represented as an unfolded mixture model whose states at time are conditioned on those at time (see Figure 1 [a]), also known as the first order Markov property. Estimation is Email: irezek@robots.ox.ac.uk, Fax: +44 (0)1865 274752. 1 This measure is often taken to be the probability of the state at time . This is of little use as it is not the probability of the states themselves which, for a homogeneous Markov Chain can be estimated from the eigenvectors of the transition probability matrix. often performed using the maximum likelihood framework [6, 7] , where the hidden states are iteratively re-estimated as expected values and, using these, the model parameters re-estimated. HMMs may be extended in terms of the dimensions of and or by changing the distributions of and . In this paper, however, we are interested in systems with different topologies, and in particular, with extensions to more than one state-space variable.
Coupled HMMS
One possible extension to multi-dimensional systems is the coupled hidden Markov model (CHMM), as shown in Figure 1 [b]. Here the current state is dependent on the states of its own chain ( ) and that of the neighbouring chain ( ) at the previous time-step. These models have been used in computer vision [5] and digital communication [8] . Notably:
The model, though still a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) contains a loop making it difficult to estimate the parameters of the CHMM. One solution to this problem is to merge the nodes of the loop and to form a single higher dimensional node [9] . Though this may be a viable approach for the simple model shown in Figure 1[b] , where the state variables would be merged, it is not feasible to merge the state variables for complex topologies shown in figure 1[c] , because of the resulting explosion of node dimensionality [9] . Another approach, that of cut-sets [9] , is also impractical since the number of cut-set variables increases with the chain length .
There are chains with , possibly different, observation models. Unless the observation models are identical, the chains cannot be simply transformed to a single HMM by forming a Cartesian product of the observation-spaces.
In this paper we derive the full forward-backward equations for maximum-likelihood estimation. When doing so, it becomes apparent that a full approach, without "explicit"-node merging 2 , is only possible for "lag-one" models. Specifically, a maximum likelihood smoother (i.e. belief propagation both forward and backwards in time) cannot be derived without node clustering, while filtering (belief propagation only forward in time), can be derived for higher lags also. Sampling methods, however, do not rely on belief propagation. Therefore, no node merging is required.
PARAMETER ESTIMATION
We use the following notation:
is the observation sequence, where are the observations of the first chain; similarly we define for the second chain.
is the state sequence, where and are the states of the first chain; similarly we define .
are the state transition probabilities of the first chain.
are the state transition probabilities of the second chain.
and are the prior probabilities of the first and second chain, respectively. and are the observation densities of the chains, which are here assumed to be multivariate Gaussian with mean vectors and covariance matrices . and are the dimensionalities state spaces.
The likelihood function of the CHMM is then given as where the vector contains parameters of the transition probabilities, the prior probabilities, and the parameters of the observation densities.
Bayesian sampling parameter estimation
To obtain the full conditionals required for Gibbs sampling, we choose conjugate priors for each coefficient:
, ,
and Dirichlet , where denotes that is drawn from a normal distribution with mean and covariance matrix , which are hyper-parameters of the distribution. The hyper-priors were such that all priors were vague or flat [10] . Given these priors, the full conditionals are conjugate Dirichlet, Gaussian or Wishart distributions. The sampling results presented in this paper use Gibbs sampling implemented in the BUGS software language [11] .
Maximum likelihood parameter estimation
In maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, clearly the non-standard part is the belief propagation in the computation of the hidden state probabilities (a.k.a E-Step [6] ). The maximisation equations for the observation models are identical to those for HMMs [4, 6] . Thus we only describe here the derivation of the forward-backward recursions for the CHMM and refer the reader to [12] for background literature.
For a standard HMMs we have:
and by conditional independence
For CHMMs, we define a variable for each chain: and . At ,
At ,
since is independent of given , and so (6) Repeating the steps for the second chain and for arbitrary gives
Thus, there are two "un-coupled" prediction equations and no node clustering is required. The backward recursions for standard HMMs are defined as (9) We can solve for these inductively, as follows:
Repeating the steps for any we obtain (11) The loop in the CHMM prevents a split of the backward recursions into two un-coupled recursions. We are thus forced to perform a clustering operation of all the nodes in a loop, namely, , which leads to the following recursion: (12) This also demonstrates that it quickly becomes infeasible to explore different coupling topologies, as they will increase the dimensionality of the clustered loop exponentially 3 .
RESULTS
Synthetic Data
Synthetic data was generated by drawing samples from a CHMM. Figure 2 shows the sampled state sequence and the sampled observation sequences. To highlight the benefits of the interaction model, the figure also shows the correlation function for the two observation sequences -clearly, no structure can be seen.
During sampling, the chain is allowed to burn-in (typically iterations to be on the safe side) to get over the influence of the initial values and guarantee that the samples are drawn from a stationary distribution (checked visually). Subsequently, we monitor the state sequences for iteration, to avoid averaging the state sequences and obtain a crisp state label at the expense of accuracy. The chain converged in almost all runs. Figure 3 shows the true joint state sequence, the estimated joint and the estimated individual state sequences. The average error in the Figure 3 . In the sampled case the joint sequence is not estimated but computed by the Cartesian product of two single-chain state sequences.
For comparison, we also trained the CHMM using the Maximum Likelihood approach. Figure 4 shows the input state sequence together with the estimated joint state and marginal sequences. There were no errors in the estimated state-labels. The lower two traces in figure 4 depict the individual state sequences, estimated by marginalisation of the joint transition probabilities (using equal priors) and feeding these into a standard single HMM model 4 . The data in this example is drawn from the the model itself and we therefore expect the Bayesian and Maximum Likelihood estimator to perform well. Clearly, the Maximum Likelihood estimator is faster than the Gibbs sampler. It should be noted, however, that we are not strictly comparing like with like, as the Gibbs sampling estimates are drawn from the full posterior.
Cheyne Stokes Data
We applied the CHMM to features extracted from a section of Cheyne Stokes Data 5 , which consisted of one EEG recording and a simultaneous respiration recording, sampled at . A fractional spectral radius (FSR) measure [13] , was computed from consecutive non-overlapping windows of two seconds length. Respiration FSR then formed one channel while EEG FSR the second channel. The data has clearly visible states which can be used to verify the results of the estimated model. Figure 5 shows the FSR traces superimposed with the sampled joint Viterbi path sequence. The CHMM states were set to and . Essentially, of the four total states the CHMM splits the sequence such that two correspond to respiration and EEG being in phase and two correspond to the transitions states, i.e. respiration on, EEG off and vice versa.
The Maximum Likelihood results, shown in Figure 6 , were comparable to those obtained via sampling. The number of states was determined after estimating models with a range of possible configurations of state space dimensionality. Using Minimum Description Length as a criterion to penalise the likelihood score, the optimum model was given as that with and . Unlike sampling, however, the ML estimator needed several re-starts to find the most dominant solution. In addition, the use of priors in the full sampling methodology prevented what typically occurs using Maximum Likelihood estimators, namely convergence into singularities, e.g. states with no assigned data points lead to singularities in the mean and covariance parameters. 
Sleep EEG Data
In a final example, we fitted a -th order Bayesian auto-regressive (AR) model to a full night EEG recording [14] . The AR-coefficients were extracted from two channels, namely from the central left and right hemispheric electrodes, using sliding non-overlapping windows of s length (sampling rate Hz). The coefficients then formed the observation sequence for a CHMM.
The estimation was performed in a semi-supervised manner. For each of the two chains the number of hidden states was set to , corresponding to three sleep-stages [15] : NREM, REM and Wake, a decision based on the prior knowledge of the structure in the data. The training data were state labels which were marked by a human expert as deep sleep (sleep stage 4 or S4), REM and Wake. Thus, where the EEG was marked as S4 the CHMM states of both chains were set to , where the EEG was marked as REM the CHMM states were set to , and so on. In sampling this corresponds to the training data states of the chains being observed, rather than estimated. For the Maximum Likelihood estimation, the training data was given full weighting whilst the remaining data was equally weighted in inverse proportion to the number of states in each chain. These values were used to initialise the chain. We note that the chain will set out to find a local minimum in the vicinity of the initialisation, unless the evidence in the data is strong enough to suggest otherwise. Figure 7 shows a hypnogram (manual EEG labelling) together with the state sequence estimated using Gibbs sampling and Maximum Likelihood estimates. The states, provided during training, are marked with crosses. Despite a range of 9 possible states, the chain spends most of its time in 3 stages. Movement artefacts are classified by the chain primarily as "wake", while sleep stages S4 and S3 are classified as "Deep Sleep". The investigation of the transition probabilities shows a strong coupling of the chains whenever they agree on the state (e.g.
for the Bayesian estimator). The degree of coupling however changes depending on the joint state. Thus, the coupling is least when the chains reside in state 2/2, and most in state 0/0. This corresponds with the literature [16] showing that coupling is minimal during periods of wakefulness and maximal during deep sleep. As the two chains correspond to signal information from different sides of the brain this indicates a greater interhemispheric coupling during deep sleep.
Generally, a CHMM estimated using the Maximum Likelihood procedure does make sense of the data, but, unlike in the Bayesian estimation case [17] , the chain is more ambiguous in its results, i.e. the chain's states correspond to more than one human label. An indication of this is shown in Figure 8 , which depicts the set of human scores that correspond to each hidden state label. There is a tendency for the Maximum Likelihood estimator to visit states of relatively low data evidence and thus assigning more human labels to a single state space label. 
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
The estimator of choice for Coupled Hidden Markov models is the Bayesian estimator. Although the Maximum Likelihood approach is faster, for real data it often ran into singularities and several restarts were necessary to find the dominant local energy minimum. Restarts are implicit in random sampling due to the random exploration of the energy function surface. Similarly, singularities do not occur due the use of priors in the Bayesian estimator. The weight decay priors used in this implementation also force the chain to converge onto fewer states (those supported by evidence from the data) whilst the Maximum Likelihood approach continues to visit more intermediate, short duration states which are likely to represent model overfitting. This is best seen in the sleep data experiment where the estimated Bayesian state sequence resides mainly in states. In comparison the Maximum Likelihood state sequence visits other states also. An additional reason for using the Bayesian sampling approach is that the lag of Coupled Hidden Markov models can be changed without recomputing the full conditionals. The Maximum Likelihood estimator, as shown in the derivations above, cannot be computed without node merging and thus collapses to an augmented standard HMM with 2 observation models and a high dimensional parameter space. The CHMMs themselves may be expanded to more than two coupled chains and have continuous hidden state spaces or other observation models. We note that unnecessary transition probabilities may be trimmed by using entropy priors [18] . Future work will also focus on model-lag selection for which we envisage the use of reversible-jump sampling methods [19] .
